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Raphael Schwitter
Rival Friends: Sidonius Apollinaris  
and Literary Competitiveness in  
Late Antique Gaul
The objective of the following discussion is to illuminate the status and per-
tinence that poetic contention and literary rivalry maintained within late 
antique peer groups. Competition and rivalry were a natural part of the 
day-to-day world of the late antique aristocracy. In the friendship groups 
of Ausonius, Symmachus, or Sidonius Apollinaris, aristocratic competition 
was played out primarily in demanding literary short form compositions, 
authored in time of leisure. Despite its placement in a context of competi-
tiveness, the agonistic coloring of late antique nugae literature is scarcely 
perceptible in the texts. This is, however, the result of a semantic reorganiza-
tion in the course of the transmission of what were once occasional pieces in 
the medium of the book. In deliberate contrast to the favored interpretation 
of this literature as the expression of artfully learned playfulness, this read-
ing recalls the agonistic context of the initial production and reception in 
order to better understand the significance and function of this literature as 
an aristocratic mode of interaction.
Introduction
Contest and competition were pervasive in Graeco-Roman culture. The form 
and scene and the social groups participating may vary, but the pressure and 
even the social necessity to measure oneself against others forms a functional, 
common denominator to these struggles.1 Within the Roman senatorial aris-
tocracy, where modes of interaction were traditionally determined by a prag-
matic combination of competition and co-operation, clearly defined areas of 
The first draft of this paper was presented in German. I am deeply grateful to David van Schoor 
for his diligent translation of the revised article, and to Sigrid Mratschek for her valuable comments.
1 Competition is ubiquitous in all cultures and in every period. For a comparative overview of 
competition in antiquity see Fisher and Van Wees 2011. On competition as natural part of Roman 
aristocratic life see, for example, Wiseman 1985 and Barton 2001, 35 and 850–86; on rivalry and 
ambition as topic in Roman legendary history, see Neel 2012. 
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contest were established over time. Here, interpersonal competition could 
take place more or less without conflict.
The domain of literature gained increasingly in significance in the upper 
aristocratic contests for prestige, status and recognition from the early impe-
rial period. The development of literature as field of contest by the senatorial 
elite in the first and second centuries ce went along with the revaluation and 
promotion of private otium which became important for how aristocrats dis-
tinguished themselves from one another and competed to be the best. In the 
context of senatorial strategies of self-presentation of the imperial period, the 
works of the Younger Pliny demonstrate in exemplary fashion the meaning of 
studia litterarum as pursued in otium.2 Alongside oratory and letter- writing, 
minor poetic forms, which authors confidently published in collections, gained 
in importance. Pliny moved in a milieu of the like-minded, who along with 
their numerous juristic, political, and administrative duties, found time for 
the composition of poetical nugae in the tradition of Catullus.3 At the same 
time, competition between authors and the critical assessment of their works 
represented not only an indispensable aspect of literary enjoyment at the time, 
but the exhibiting of literary ability was also an important means of social 
distinction. Such exchanges took place within the practice of amicitia, which 
at Rome retained a fundamentally competitive character.4
The objective of the following discussion is to illuminate the status that 
poetic competition and literary rivalry maintained within late antique peer 
groups. The late antique republic of letters—at least for that section which 
was structurally tied to the aristocratic authority of amicitia and otium—
demonstrates clear analogies with the imperial period in this regard, a point 
well recognized by contemporaries and one renegotiated and manipulated 
by literary means.5 Scarcely anything had changed in regard to the setting 
of or form taken by upper aristocratic competition carried out in the literary 
field. This was played out in the friendship groups of Ausonius, Symmachus, 
and Sidonius Apollinaris primarily in those demanding short form com-
positions: the epigram, cento, technopaignia and, not least, letters. These 
2 See, for example, Krasser 1995; Leach 2003; Künzer 2016, 177–291; Neger 2016; Mratschek 
2018. For a comprehensive study of the Roman intellectual history of otium, see André 1966; also 
Wiegandt 2016.
3 On this milieu see, for example, Fein 1993, 126–51; for Pliny’s poetry in the tradition of Catul-
lus see Hershkowitz 1995; Roller 1998; Auhagen 2003.
4 Striving to outdo one another in friendliness and offers of favors is an established part of the 
theory of friendship; see, for example, Cic. Amic. 32.
5 On the continuous cultural endeavouring of a small, highly privileged elite in the fourth and 
fifth centuries ce; see Schwitter 2015, 81–93. On Sidonius’s recourse to imperial age Bildungs-
kultur and the implied equivalence of his readers with the nobility of the second century ce, see 
Mratschek 2008; on Ausonius, see especially Sowers 2016.
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characterized the otium litteratum, that exclusive space of communication 
of the educated elite.6
Nugae and Poetic Competitiveness
Although late antique nugae literature clearly is to a great extent competi-
tive, modern scholars almost exclusively read it as the expression of artfully 
learned playfulness (lusus).7 At the same time, they have emphasised the 
unifying function that this literature exercised on the late antique elites in a 
time of extensive social, political, and economic upheaval. In this reading, the 
production and exchange of short-form poetry and letters, along the tradi-
tional lines of Greco-Roman culture, assured the social and cultural cohesion 
of this tightly knit group.8
Knowledge of the agonistic context of the initial production and recep-
tion of many of the surviving short-form poems and letters is not a necessary 
condition for a rich reading of these texts. An appropriate appreciation of 
that context, however, will help to better understand the significance and 
the function of this literature as an aristocratic mode of interaction. At the 
same time, insights into the possible intentions and interests, which were deci-
sive in the editing of the transmitted opuscula collections, may present them-
selves. For the favored interpretation of recent scholarship of literary nugae 
as a component of the aristocratic cult of friendship corresponds exactly 
to the style of reading to which the authors of the surviving collections of 
poems guide their readers.9 That the competitiveness of the original context 
is scarcely perceptible in the texts any longer is the result of a subsequent 
semantic reorganization, a reinterpretation designed for a specific secondary 
reception. This occurred in the course of the transmission of what were once 
occasional pieces in the medium of the book. When they were editorially uni-
fied and smoothed into the form of the libellus, that rivalry latent in a context 
of occasional composition was displaced, or at any rate obscured, by the very 
6 For this kind of literature, Sidonius coined the term otiositates (Ep. 2.10.3); see Hindermann 
in this volume. He generally refers to his poetry as iocus, nugae, ineptiae (Sid. Ap. Ep. 3.3.6, 3.14.1, 
4.8.5, 8.9.4, 8.11.2, 9.13.6, 9.16.3 line 33). On otium litteratum in Sidonius, see André 2006 and 
Hindermann in this volume; for an overview of late antique occasional poetry, see Mulligan 2018.
7 For example, La Penna 1993; La Penna 1995; Malaspina 2002; Styka 2015; Guipponi-Gineste 
2017. Earlier scholarship read this literature as the senseless squabbling of poets of middling tal-
ents; see Loyen 1943, 56–105 and 166: “une puérilité . . . d’un esprit superficiel.”
8 Expressed succinctly by Malaspina 2002, 201: “La poesia era infatti destinata anzitutto a 
coltivare l’amicizia in una società lacerata.” See also Mathisen 1993, 105–18.
9 See, for example, Auson. Ep. 13.67, Griphus praef., Cent. nupt. Ep., Technop. 1; Sid. Ap. 
Carm. 9.9–15, Ep. 4.18.2, 7.7.1, 9.16.3.41–48; Ven. Fort. Carm. praef. Much work is being carried 
out on the cult of friendship of the late antique aristocracy; see, with special focus on epistologra-
phy, Mathisen 1981; Bruggisser 1993; Le Jan 2004; Styka 2016.
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function of the poetry so as to form, consolidate, and memorialize a specific 
literary community. When we exclusively emphasize the lusus theme, it is 
the playful and convivial aspect of short-form poetry (and thereby an atmo-
sphere of happy, consenting solidarity, a harmony of voices, as it were) which 
is foregrounded.10 In this way, not only do these texts become inscribed in the 
tradition of Roman nugae literature but also an ideal readership is predicated, 
one which supposedly ought to consume the collections produced in just the 
manner intended.11
Having established this background, in what follows I shall call to mind 
the agonistic coloring of late antique nugae literature. By means of the perti-
nent examples that arise, it will be demonstrated how aristocrats like Sidonius 
Apollinaris vied with one another for honor, regard, and prestige in the pri-
vate sphere of literary otium.
Rivalry between Friends and Foes
We must distinguish between two principal kinds of literary competitiveness: 
there is, on the one hand, the competition between political rivals and per-
sonal enemies, and on the other, that between friends. The latter are compet-
ing, then, within a particular peer group, bound together through relations 
of friendship. The first kind will only be very briefly touched on here. Sat-
ire, understood in Late Antiquity primarily as the poetry of opprobrium 
and personal invective, proved itself a likely literary vehicle against political 
rivals and personal enemies. In this mold, it was a favored form for Sidonius 
Apollinaris, both in verse and in prose.12 From the perspective of aristocratic 
rivalry, Ep. 1.11 is rather pertinent. Here Sidonius tells of a mordant verse 
satire (charta .  .  . versuum plena satiricorum mordacium), which had been 
anonymously published in Arles in the year 461. The infuriated targets of the 
attack, who had recognized themselves despite the omission of any names, 
had ascribed its authorship to Sidonius, known as an author of satires.13 At 
10 See especially Sid. Ap. Ep. 1.5.3. On the significance of regular convivia for elite group 
dynamic, see, for example, Schwitter 2015, 193 with further bibliography. On the significance of 
common reading for educated society in late antiquity see Eigler 2003, 114–15, 126–27. 
11 Sidonius’s Carmina minora collection demonstrates this in exemplary fashion: introductory 
(Carm. 9) and concluding (Carm. 24) poems define the collection programmatically as nugae. In 
Carm. 24, the libellus is sent to individual members of Sidonius’s circle of friends as propempticon, 
and their community is thereby immortalized. On Carm. 9, see the detailed discussion of Hernán-
dez Lobato 2012, 401–49; for Carm. 24, see Santelia 2002; for the Carmina minora in general, see 
Condorelli 2008, 79–187. Ausonius’s nugae are a similar case; Sowers 2016 analyzes how Ausonius 
invites his friends to participate in the production, editing, and circulation of his poetry.
12 See Blänsdorf 1993.
13 On this much regarded letter, see Simons 2008; Hanaghan 2019, 108–12. 
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a banquet of the Emperor Majorian (reigned from 457 to 461 ce) who was 
staying in Gaul at the time, Sidonius managed, however, to acquit himself of 
the charges by means of an impromptu poem. The manner in which Sidonius 
evokes the scene of the banquet brings out not only the latently aggressive 
competitiveness of a situation in which guests and courtiers are clamoring for 
the attention of the emperor; his victory also vividly shows the consequences 
for his main opponent, whose anonymity was not preserved on publication, 
of being publicly exposed. His loss of face through the inclusion of the letter 
in the collection, was, as it were, immortalized.14
The second kind, rivalry in Cicero’s sense of honesta certatio,15 took 
various forms within educated circles. It expressed itself predominantly in 
reciprocal favors and acts of friendship, in gifts or in a particular form of 
hospitality.16 Exchange of gestures of friendship had always formed part of 
the competition for influence and honors at Rome.17 Overt evidence of this 
latent facing off, which could quickly flip into enmity,18 is found sporadically 
in Sidonius’s letter collection. In Ep. 2.9.3, for example, he reports how two 
hosts competed over him.19 However, any potential competitive impulse is 
irrelevant here. Together with Ep. 2.2 and 2.13, the epistle forms a group 
of writings within the second book in which the exemplary hospitality of a 
member of the Gallo-Roman elite is depicted.20 Within the context of Sido-
nius’s literary œuvre these letters belong with those pieces which openly cel-
ebrate the network community of neighboring, villa-owning friends from the 
upper classes.21 This idealizing domestication or neutralizing of any rivalrous 
emotions between these figures—here designated “charming” (grata)—is, as 
will be shown, thoroughly in keeping with Sidonius’s further treatment of the 
theme in his letters.
Sidonius describes the befitting manner of friendly rivalry in a short letter 
of salutation to his uncles Simplicius and Apollinaris, in which the bearer of 
14 See also Sidonius’s repeated vilification of the Roman collaborator, Seronatus: Ep. 2.1.1 (Cati-
lina saeculi nostri), 5.13.1 (belua), 5.13.3 (bestia); on Seronatus, see Fascione 2016.
15 Cic. Amic. 32. 
16 See, for example, Sid. Ap. Ep. 1.5.2, 2.11.1, 3.1.1, 7.2.5. On the exchange of gifts among the 
late Roman aristocracy, see Wood 2000; Shanzer 2001.
17 See, for example, Mattern-Parkes 2001, 182: “The gift, as well as the insult, can be a form 
of challenge and can just as easily spark a never-ending cycle of reciprocity.” See further Rollinger 
2014, 114–21.
18 Cic. Amic. 34.
19 Ep. 2.9.3. See Hanaghan’s discussion of the letter in this volume.
20 For the readership of this collection, there opens up a further sphere of competition here with 
Sidonius as manifest successor to Pliny. See further to this point below. 
21 For example, Sid. Ap. Carm. 24, Ep. 8.11 and 8.12. On the circles of Sidonius’s addressees, 
see Loyen 1943, 65–92.
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the note, the priest Faustinus, is introduced to the two addressees as a friend 
from Sidonius’s youth. Many times had they shared both serious and light-
hearted experiences and in youthful camaraderie measured themselves one 
against the other in ball games, at dice, in running and jumping, swimming, 
and hunting:
He is my brother by the equality of our birth, my friend by the likeness of 
our minds. Many a time have I shared jest and earnest with him, and in the 
bygone days of our youth we contended in ballgames and dicing, jumping 
and running, hunting and swimming, with no guile in our rivalry, for our 
love never faltered.22
The sentence is as tight as it is loaded: ellipsis and parallelism mark the first 
two cola, an asyndetic series the last section. Contentio, the central idea, is 
accented through its terminal placement, the appositional sancta, through 
alliteration. The fair, friendly manner of competition between them is empha-
sized, and this is defined by the friendly bond shared between the two adver-
saries (manente caritate). In Ep. 8.11.1, Sidonius evokes the same kind of 
relationship in a comparable context. The relationship between the two 
youths is further differentiated in the lines that follow, as the hierarchically 
significant question of age is introduced: Faustinus was older and therefore 
senior to Sidonius. Yet, he emulated him more from love than out of respect 
owed.23 This kind of relationship would come to stand in the mind of the 
reading public as the standard for aristocratic rivalry in the sphere of otium.
Poetic Competition in Convivial Contexts
It is clear from Ep. 9.13 that an affectionate, friendly rivalry, such as that 
described by Sidonius in only games and sports, was anticipated also in the 
field of literary activity.24 Here Sidonius tells the young Tonantius of a ban-
22 Sid. Ap. Ep. 4.4: Hic meus frater natalium parilitate, amicus animorum similitudine; saepe 
cum hoc seria, saepe etiam ioca miscui; cumque abhinc retro iuvenes eramus, in pila, in tesseris, 
saltibus, cursu, venatu, natatu sancta semper ambobus, quia manente caritate, contentio. Sido-
nius’s letters and poems are quoted after Loyen’s Budé edition; translations are based on Anderson 
1936, with occasional modifications.
23 Sid. Ap. Ep. 4.4.1: “He was indeed older than I, but only so much as to make me glad to imitate 
him without the necessity of treating him with deference; at the same time he on his part found it all 
the more charming to feel that he was loved rather than made a sort of idol” (Mihi quidem maior 
hic natu, tantum tamen ut eum non tam honorari necesse esset quam delectaret imitari; simul et 
ipse hinc amplius capiebatur, quod se diligi magis quam quasi coli intellegebat). 
24 On this letter, which is much regarded on account of its metaliterary revelance, see Guil-
laume–Coirier 2000; Consolino 2011; Condorelli 2013; Guipponi–Gineste 2017; Egelhaaf–Gaiser 
2018, 274–82. See also Hanaghan in this volume.
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quet, which had taken place in the house of a friend twenty years before in the 
time of the emperor Majorian. During a break between the courses, he and 
three fellow poets had written poems extemporaneously about a book, the 
author of which, a senior official of the imperial court, had earlier presented 
them.25 That Sidonius and his fellow poets were caught up in a proper poetic 
certamen is not explicitly stated, but it is implied in the description of the 
proceedings:
The only thing that delayed the start was the choosing of our meters by lot; 
for although the subject-matter was the same for all, yet, as was proper for 
devoted colleagues, we resolved that the poems of the several competitors 
should not be in the same metrical form, so that none of us whose piece 
might be poorer than the others should be stung first with shame and later 
with envy. For in any case where a reciter of his poetry, no matter who, com-
poses in the same meter as his rivals, it can more easily be discerned whether 
he also writes with the same talent.26
Two things are especially conspicuous here: one, the spontaneity of the poetic 
performance taking place in front of an audience, evident in the dividing by 
lot of metrical forms; and another, the collegiality of the contest, where what 
counts is the avoidance through fairness and consideration of any negative 
feelings (verecundia, invidia) cropping up amongst the participants. No one 
was to lose face in public; pleasure in competitive participation was the bind-
ing precondition of it all. Whether, in fact, this contest really did play itself 
out so harmoniously must remain an open question. Sidonius may have con-
sciously downplayed the competitiveness of it in his report. For this illustra-
tive passage serves clearly as an appeal: the letter’s addressee, Tonantius, was 
adhuc iuvenis and thus in a comparable situation to that of Sidonius at the 
time of the reported banquet.
The letter is Sidonius’s response to the young man’s request to send him 
some asclepiads on the model of Horace for recitation inter bibendum.27 Refer-
ring to his age and to the dignity of his bishop’s office, Sidonius turns down 
this request with an artful, polymetric recusatio over twenty-eight verses. In 
keeping with his own standing and role, he instructs the young man rather 
25 On the collegium poetarum gathered there, see Styka 2015.
26 Sid. Ap. Ep. 9.13.5: Id morae tantum, dum genera metrorum sorte partimur. Placuit namque 
pro caritate collegii, licet omnibus eadem scribendi materia existeret, non uno tamen epigram-
mata singulorum genere proferri, ne quispiam nostrum, qui ceteris dixisset exilius, verecundia 
primum, post morderetur invidia. Etenim citius agnoscitur in quocumque recitante, si quo ceteri 
metro canat, an eo quoque scribat ingenio.
27 Sid. Ap. Ep. 9.13.2. Banquets constitute an ideal space for the reception of short form poetry; 
see, for example, Sid. Ap. Carm. 22.5; Ep. 1.11.13–15.
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to devote himself to religious stories at dinner parties in the future. Should 
this, though, seem too unattractive on account of his youth, he ought to linger 
awhile on Apuleius’s “Riddles for Dinner Parties” (conviviales quaestiones), 
solve them himself, and pass them on to others for solving.28 Here, likewise, a 
group contest is implied. The riddle was prized in the Graeco-Roman cultural 
scene as a competitive intellectual game at drinking parties. The survival of 
this tradition in the Latin West is attested in the riddle verses of Sympho-
sius, which in his preface are designated as humorous poems for parties that 
had been composed impromptu at the Saturnalia. Sidonius’s narration of the 
poetical certamen appears to situate itself in this living tradition: he continues 
his instructions to the addressee on the proper behavior at banquets and illus-
trates this with just that topic, which seems primarily to interest the young 
man, that is the literary contest inter amicos.29
The sancta contentio of Ep. 4.4 ought to be understood as affirmative 
here too: it must lead Tonantius on to a concept of literary aemulatio that is 
sensitive to the value of friendship, one not aiming for the disparagement or 
social humiliation of adversaries but one that instead, as in sports, allows for 
the correct evaluation of one’s own abilities through competitive comparison 
with others and at the same time wins praise and recognition from an impar-
tial audience. The improvised poem, included along with the letter, might 
have inspired the young man to diligent practice. The meter is anacreontic 
dimeter. Quite rare in Latin poetry, it attests to the high level of competi-
tively celebrated poetic ars in late antique educated circles.30 Despite the lack 
of direct intertextual allusions, the Catullan imaginary of in-group competi-
tion at a dinner party becomes immediately clear here.31 The convivium of a 
poetic community now past, which is evoked in the letter, becomes an exem-
plary exhibition space for Sidonius’s own literary creativity. For Tonantius, 
the primary reader, it means that he must compete not only with his peers but 
first and foremost with Sidonius. For the readers of the ninth book, the letter 
opens a series dominated by the theme of convivium with interposed lyric 
showing off the wide literary range of Sidonius’s body of work, which is reca-
pitulated in the final letter.32 Thus, the conjuring up of a banquet scene from 
the irretrievable past must also be read against the background of the author’s 
intentions in organizing his epistolary collection. The staging of the poetic 
certamen as friendly lusus is an element of an idealized reality, one brought 
28 Sid. Ap. Ep. 9.13.3. See Condorelli 2013, 120–21.
29 Sid. Ap. Ep. 9.13.4–5.
30 Discussed by Onorato 2017.
31 See Catull. Carm. 50.
32 Sid. Ap. Ep. 9.13–16. For the assessment of the feast as space of remembrance and commemo-
ration in the last two books of letters, see Egelhaaf-Gaiser 2018.
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before the eyes of the readership by Sidonius and thus only in a qualified sense 
coherent with the historical realities of aristocratic competition.
Examples from other authors show that in Late Antiquity extemporising 
in convivial contexts was relatively common. One could thereby competitively 
display one’s artfulness. Thus, Ausonius offers his wedding song in the letter 
of dedication to his Cento nuptialis as a quickly accomplished occasional 
poem (frivolum et nullius pretii opusculum . . . sine ingenii acumine et morae 
maturitate),33 owing its existence to a poetical contest with Emperor Valen-
tinian I (reigned from 364 to 375 ce).34 It is quite significant here that the 
competitive context of composition exceptionally receives mention. As can 
be shown, reference to the occasional nature of the poem’s composition and 
original reception serve as a preemptive apology for the striking obscenity 
of the piece.35 In Ausonius’s Griphus ternarii numeri, on the other hand, a 
poetic play with the number three, which likewise came about over dinner, 
the competitive context is downplayed and instead, quite conventionally, the 
playful character of the moment emphasized.36 It is nevertheless fiendishly 
obscure and, when subsequently delivered to Symmachus as an epistolary gift, 
clearly meant to challenge the addressee’s wit and wisdom.
Games of such a kind and the competitive context associated with them 
are happily deemed the province of youth by late antique authors, a domain 
from which the mature man abstains. This is expressed programmatically not 
only in the piece dedicatory to Sidonius’s collection of minor poems (nugas 
temerarias . . . sparsit quas tenerae iocus iuventae),37 but also several times 
in the concluding epistles of his collection of letters.38 And still, even amid 
increasing age, the taste for literary combat and competitively taking the mea-
sure of one’s powers endured amongst highly educated aristocrats. At Ep. 
5.17, Sidonius explains to his addressee, the vir clarissimus Eriphius, how a 
notable epigram, which he had improvised at the request of Philomathius, 
Eriphius’s father-in-law, had come about. In a long narratio, Sidonius tells 
his literary enthusiast friend of a feast in honor of Saint Justus in Lyon. Dur-
ing an intermission in the festivities the primi civium had gathered together 
in friendly conversation in the shady gardens of a neighboring mausoleum. 
They soon moved on to dice and ball games. The eager excitement of the 
33 Auson. Cent. Ep. 1 (ed. Green, OCT).
34 Moroni 2006 discusses the origin and meaning of the work within the political and cultural 
context of Valentinian I. 
35 On this, see Schwitter 2016.
36 Auson. Griph. Praef. 14–27 (ed. Green, OCT).
37 Sid. Ap. Carm. 9.9–10.
38 Sid. Ap. Ep. 9.12, 9.13, 9.16.41–48. On the bishop Sidonius’s distancing of himself from the 
poems of occasion of his youth, see Egelhaaf-Gaiser 2011, 275–79.
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participants is described in comically military terms by Sidonius, who himself 
joined in with the ball games. The high point of it all is the satirical depiction 
of Philomathius who, despite his advanced age, tries his hand at ball. The epic 
comparison with the grizzled Acestes, who takes part in the archery contest 
in Aeneid 5, establishes the competitive character of the scene. Quickly worn 
out, Philomathius is the first to retire; in order to spare him any embarrass-
ment, Sidonius follows him off in an act of friendly loyalty. When a towel is 
brought at Philomathius’s request, he asks Sidonius to compose off the cuff a 
tetrastich on it. Next, to the applause of their audience, follows a short, mis-
chievous duel between the two, which is laid out in the letter in the form of 
excited dialogue.39 Sidonius meets Philomathius’s demand in the end and the 
poem is copied down by a scriba.
A similar competitive situation is discernible in an epigram by Ennodius 
dealing with the same topic.40 There is a series of Ennodius’s Carmina minora 
that in the manuscripts are expressly designated as extemporaneous poems. It 
is striking that often multiple variants on the same topic have been transmit-
ted, on a drinking vessel,41 for instance, or on a Roman with the beard of a 
Goth.42 Not explicitly designated as extemporaneous pieces but preserved in 
multiple versions are another on an eel,43 which was so small that it fit in a 
pistachio shell, and still another on a desirable youth.44 We are left to specu-
late on the original context of composition of these poems, which stand quite 
obviously in the pre-Christian tradition of epigram. It would not be absurd, 
however, to locate some of these poems within the parameters of a convivial, 
festal event through which the multiple versions may be read as the produc-
tions of different poets participating in a certamen.
One also strove outside of convivial contexts to demonstrate one’s own 
literary spontaneity. Thus, both Ausonius and Sidonius mention at many dif-
ferent places the respective origins of their letters and poems.45 In order to 
retain the approbation and recognition of the literary circles in which one 
moved, intensive training in techniques of improvised oratory and off-the-cuff 
39 Ep. 5.17.9.
40 Ennod. Carm. 2.107; on Ennodius as representative of the Gallo–Roman elite, see Marconi 
2013; on his epigrams di Rienzo 2005. His poetic opus is only partially transmitted; an introduc-
tory poem speaks for the likely existence of a nugae collection (Carm. 2.66 = 187 ed. Vogel, MGH 
[AA] 7).
41 Ennod. Carm. 2.25, 2.29–2.31, 2.103 (= 136–36b, 233 ed. Vogel, MGH [AA] 7).
42 Ennod. Carm. 2.57–2.59 (= 182–82b ed. Vogel, MGH [AA] 7).
43 Ennod. Carm. 2.46–2.49 (= 165–65c ed. Vogel, MGH [AA] 7).
44 Ennod. Carm. 2.52–2.55 (= 180–80c ed. Vogel, MGH [AA] 7).
45 Sid. Ap. Ep. 2.10.3, 3.12.4, 4.11.7; compare also Sid. Ap. Ep. 7.9.4, 8.11, 9.14.3. See Loyen 
1943, 101–3. The topos of rapid and spontaneous poetic composition in the context of aristocratic 
otium is also found in Plin. Ep. 4.14.1–3.
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poetic composition was practiced. In a letter to the young Burgundio, Sido-
nius praises his studies in rhetoric, which enabled him to win “the admiration 
of the benevolent, the astonishment of the proud, the delaying applause of the 
cognoscenti” upon the delivery of an extemporized speech.46
Competition in Epistolary Exchanges
Feasts and occasions of sociability were doubtless an important space for late 
antique aristocrats to measure themselves against one another in an uncon-
strained atmosphere. The literary culture of the time did offer still further 
spaces for performance, where poetic ars, cultivated sermo, and literary com-
petence could be exhibited through effective self-presentation. Along with 
the epigram, letter writing took on particular significance as a literary form 
for otium.47
The exchange of letters (in prose or as poetic epistle) required by the offi-
cium amicitiae was regularly an opportunity for the demonstration of liter-
ary ability by the members of the Bildungselite in Late Antiquity. When, in 
practice, an occasion was lacking or no concrete exchange of information was 
intended, the opportunity taken to serve one’s correspondent with brilliant, 
epistolary fare was seized upon. Letters could bridge geographical distances 
and create space for witty and spirited conversations in which a literary bout 
could be carried out. As in the cultivated table-talk, so usually did this kind 
of charm, humor, and witty repartee set the tone in private letters.48 Such 
writing, as in Sidonius’s Ep. 9.13, could not only establish past gatherings in 
the collective memory but also make up for dinner companionship no longer 
possible and thus substitute for the literary contests celebrated at those feasts. 
We find this last point evidenced in two instances drawn from Sidonius’s let-
ters.49 In Ep. 1.8 to Candidianus, Sidonius is reciprocating a letter, which he 
had sent him on the occasion of his stay at Rome. There, Candidianus had 
apparently made mischievous fun of the unpleasant weather conditions of 
Sidonius’s hometown of Lyon. Sidonius then responds to his friend’s satirical 
depiction from his side with a biting satire of his correspondent’s birthplace, 
the marsh plagued Ravenna—it is a topsy-turvy world, where the baths freeze 
46 Sid. Ap. Ep. 9.14.3: Quae quidem scripseras extemporaliter, admirabantur benivoli, miraban-
tur superbi, morabantur periti.
47 As stressed by Cicero and Pliny; see Egelhaaf-Gaiser 2018, 258–61 and Hindermann in this 
volume.
48 On this, with focus on the late Roman Republic, see Krostenko 2001.
49 Another example is Carm. 23, the product of a poetic challenge by his friend Consentius (lines 
5–7: Vltro in carmina tu tubam recludens / converso ordine versibus citasti / suetum ludere sic 
magis sodalem), who put Sidonius in debt by sending him an exquisite poem (from lines 20–28: 
Misisti . . . dulces hendecasyllabos . . . blando faenore Sollium ligasti).
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and the houses burn, where thieves keep vigil and officials sleep, where clerics 
practice usury and moneylenders chant the psalms.50 Thus, Sidonius’s reply is 
the result of an intentional provocation by Candidianus, a literary challenge 
thrown down and meant to entice Sidonius to offer a suitable answer.51
A comparable example is to be found in Ep. 8.9, to the poet and rhetori-
cian Lampridius.52 The letter dates to the period of Sidonius’s exile in Bor-
deaux, whither he had been banned after Clermont had been handed over to 
the Goths. It is written in the form of a true prosimetrum in which verse and 
prose levels complement one another. Perhaps Lampridius’s initial letter of 
inquiry took the same form as the preserved reply, which it elicited. Lamprid-
ius asked him for some jocular verses, but in the face of his circumstances at 
the time, Sidonius does not feel quite up to the task. His recusatio is extended 
throughout and further supported in the poem that he included. In the tone 
of a harangue, Lampridius is chided and upbraided for his tactless request:
Lampridius, glory of our poetry, why do you now try to stir to song Cirrha, 
or the Boeotian Muses, or the maids of Helicon at their inspired fountain 
dug by a stamp from the hoof of that neighing creature, the winged Pegasus? 
Why do you suddenly urge me to write, just as if I had carried the Delphic-
holy implements for the Delian god you worship, and as if I now were a new 
Apollo driving on my way the prophetic cauldron and tripod, the lyre, the 
quiver, the bow, and the gryphons, and shaking here the two-formed leafage 
with its berries, and there the clustering vine. You, my Tityrus, with your 
land restored to you, range through the groves of myrtle and planes, and 
so you strike your lyre, and both words and plectrum make the echoes ring 
with harmonious melody, my ministrel friend—so marvellous with string 
and voice and measure.53
Apostrophizing the addressee as a carefree Tityrus opens up a poetologi-
cal dimension alongside the imminent political one. A passage in Ep. 2.2.14 
makes clear that the responsions and contests of Vergilian shepherds are being 
50 Sid. Ap. Ep. 1.8.2.
51 Topographical contrast as satirical motif appears at Ep. 8.12.1 too, where Sidonius wants to 
entice the military officer Trygetius to a banquet in Bordeaux.
52 See Fo 1999; Schwitter 2015, 275–80.
53 Sid. Ap. Ep. 8.9.5.1–16: Quid Cirrham vel Hyantias Camenas, / quid doctos Heliconidum 
liquores, / scalptos alitis hinnientis ictu, / nunc in carmina commovere temptas, / nostrae o 
Lampridius decus Thaliae, / et me scribere sic subinde cogis, / ac si Delphica Delio tulissem / 
instrumenta tuo novusque Apollo / cortinam, tripodas, chelyn, pharetras, / arcus grypas agam 
duplaeque frondis / hinc bacas quatiam vel hinc corymbos? / Tu iam, Tityre, rura post recepta 
/ myrtos et platanona pervagatus / pulsas barbiton atque concinentes / ora et plectra tibi modos 
resultant, / chorda, voce, metro stupende psaltes.
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evoked and ought, by implication, to become a fruitful resource in the con-
frontation of the two poets. There, sleepless shepherds are said to cease from 
their song contests (carminum certamina) by night. A bucolic poetic, then, is 
brought into relief exclusively in its competitive form.54 The agonistic char-
acter of the exchange, in which Sidonius parries his friend’s metrical provo-
catio with a compelling recusatio, is brought once more into the picture by 
means of an ambiguous comparison at the end of the letter: “There you have 
the poem for you to read as you take your ease, watching me struggle in the 
dust and sweat, while like a charioteer who has already won his crown you 
view the contest from the grandstand.”55 As with the Tityrus comparison, 
the image of the circus arena is to be read on two levels: on the political, in 
the striving for the favor of the Gothic king, and on the poetological level, as 
a figuration of the poetical agon, which the two friends constantly kept up 
with each other. They are not quite on equal footing, however, as Sidonius 
has already previously noted. In sharp antithesis, he sets his own difficult 
position against the pleasant one in which Lampridius finds himself after his 
rehabilitation by Euric—it is impossible, therefore, to make a fair comparison 
of their poetry at this period.56 This form of epistolary exchange, in which one 
partner challenges the other in a mischievous, teasing tone to produce a reply, 
is evident not only with Sidonius but with other late antique letter writers too. 
The polymetric riddle letter that Ausonius sent to the poet Theon represents 
an artful instance of the type.57
Amongst the educated elite of Late Antiquity, the agonistic quality of 
letter exchange finds perhaps its clearest expression in the Plinian motif of 
the contest of mutual declarations of affection (certamen mutuae caritatis), 
the epistolary form of Cicero’s honesta certatio.58 This is found formulated 
explicitly in a letter by Symmachus:
Rivalry in performing the duties of friendship is sweet, and for that reason 
we are both rightly careful not to be outdone in the exchange of letters. So 
I rejoice that we are equals not only in the affection of our minds but also 
in the reciprocity of our correspondence. After this I will, nevertheless, take 
care that the balance and scale of my allegiance incline lower, lest it seem a 
kind of collusion in laziness always to be weighed as being in equilibrium. 
54 Sid. Ap. Ep. 2.2.14. The locus classicus is Verg. Ecl. 7.16.
55 Ep. 8.9.6: En carmen, quod recenseas otiabundus nostrumque sudorem ac pulverem spectans 
veluti iam coronatus auriga de podio.
56 Sid. Ap. Ep. 8.9.3. 
57 Auson. Ep. 14a (ed. Green, OCT); on this, see Schwitter 2015, 189–92.
58 Plin. Ep. 7.7.2. See Cic. Fam. 7.31.1.
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And so I shall write more often, provided that there is a ready supply of go-
betweens when I want one.59
Key terms for contest (dulce certamen, vincere) point to the amicable, sport-
ing aspect; the metaphor of weighing (trutina, libra, aequa lanx) emphasizes 
quantifiable measurability in the rivalry over gestures of friendship performed 
(familiare officium). Symmachus employs the same agonistic terminology with 
various addressees at different times.60 Sidonius, too, often falls back on the 
topos.61 Ennodius, though resolutely refusing such certamina litteraria out of 
his feelings of Christian humilitas, implicitly confirms its continuing relevance 
for the Roman elite in Ostrogothic Italy.62 There was competition not only 
over the frequency of letters but also over their quality of style. As Symmachus 
says in another passage, “Even if I am inferior in elegance of language, I nev-
ertheless try to be your equal in constancy of friendship.”63 Rituals of friend-
ship and literary competing here are united in the form of sancta contentio. 
Reflection on this practice within letters reveals the central value of the letter 
to the aristocratic culture of competition of the time.
As a medium of communication, the letter had long transcended its basic, 
practical function to inform and had taken on a central role in the cult of 
ostensible friendship among the late antique Bildungselite. The competition 
between letter writers took place in public, furthermore, just as that of the 
symposium or dinner party did. That same public also consumed the pieces 
contemporaneously as circulars or, at a later time, otherwise as part of a 
collection of letters.64 In the latter phase of reception, the agonistic context 
obtaining between individual correspondents necessarily shifts, however, into 
the background; for conventionally in collections of letters only single let-
ters were included, and exchanges of letters only very seldom. This is surely 
also the reason why the competitive side of epistolography is generally so 
little appreciated in modern scholarship. In the few cases where we do have 
exchanges, a fundamentally agonistic constellation often comes to the fore. 
59 Symm. Ep. 1.92 (ed. Callu, Budé): Dulce certamen est familiaris officii et ideo iure ambo 
cavimus, ne alternis epistulis vinceremur. Gratulor igitur pares nos esse non solum adfectatione 
mentium, sed etiam vicissitudine litterarum. Curabo tamen posthac, ut obsequii mei trutina et 
libra praeponderet, ne videatur inertiae quoddam esse conludium semper aequa lance censeri. 
Itaque scribam saepius, modo facultas commeantium non desit optanti. Translation from Salzman 
and Roberts 2011, 167.
60 Symm. Ep. 3.29, 4.72, 7.25, 8.22.
61 Sid. Ap. Ep. 2.11.1, 6.3.1, 9.11.8.
62 See Schröder 2007, 174–75. 
63 Symm. Ep. 4.26. See also Ep. 4.72, 8.22.
64 See Schwitter 2017 on the different contemporary stages in the reception of the letters of late 
antique epistolographers.
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A rare exemplar for Late Antiquity is the exchange between Ausonius and 
Symmachus: here elaborate harangue meets elaborate counter-harangue; the 
goal of persuading each of the correspondents consists in convincing the other 
of his own superiority in the literary field. The contest thrives off the obvious 
tension arising between the immoderate self-effacement and the brilliance of 
style of both.65
Sidonius and his correspondents, too, greatly affected this game of recip-
rocal courting. One piled on the compliments and then reacted with feigned 
modesty.66 In this way, it was not only a question of showing respect to the 
addressee and thereby strengthening the bonds of friendship; the practice in 
the context of letters of affected courtliness always served the ends of self-
presentation as well. In the often widespread aristocratic networks of friend-
ship in which these letters circulated, one presented oneself as optimus amicus 
(with, as backdrop, the topos of the letter as a mirror of the soul) and com-
mended oneself thereby to potential, new acquaintances. A certamen mutuae 
caritatis was also thus always about how one was seen within the peer group 
in which one moved. The publication of a collection of letters was a means 
of immortalizing the acquired prestige through the revivifying effects of con-
tinual re-enactment through reading.
Aemulatio and the Culture of Literary Competition
Collections of letters and nugae by authors like Ausonius, Symmachus, and 
Sidonius yield not only material for the analysis of the culture of literary com-
petition amongst the educated late antique culture but are themselves the 
intended manifestations of literary aemulatio. This aemulatio is defined by a 
two-sided competitiveness, which belongs generally to the practice of ancient 
literature, but seems especially marked in Late Antiquity. This, on the one 
hand, is the emulative confrontation with the canon of literature passed down 
and, on the other, with contemporary rivals.
It has been well observed that intertextuality as well as other literary 
strategies such as fragmenting, hybridizing, and the “jeweled style” belong 
to the basic principles of late antique poetics and aesthetics.67 The various 
forms and functions, as well as the intentions behind them, and the status 
of intertextuality have been correspondingly intensively discussed in recent 
65 On this, see Schwitter 2015, 132–37.
66 For example, Sid. Ap Ep. 7.2.1, 8.9.1, 8.10.
67 On late antique aesthetics, see, for example, Roberts 1989; Formisano 2007; Schwitter 2015; 
Elsner and Hernández Lobato 2017; with focus on Sidonius, see Condorelli 2008; Hernández 
Lobato 2012; Onorato 2016.
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scholarship.68 The range of literary rivals to be seen here is considerable: 
every genre, every literary form, had its own competitive domain with its 
own particular points of reference. The classical canon formed the measure 
against which one determined one’s own abilities and those of one’s fellow 
competitors. Late antique literary figures were competing essentially over 
who most closely approached (or even exceeded) the ever defining classical 
patterns and models of style. This competitive context was quite decisive for 
the literary self-conception of the time. Sidonius reflects repeatedly in his let-
ters on his own achievements in literature (and in politics) and on those of his 
friends, where comparison with classical Latin poetry and prose is constantly 
sought through explicit reference and implicit allusion.69 For the reader of 
Sidonius’s collections of letters and of his nugae, therefore, intertextuality 
functions simultaneously as stage for and marker of this performed, competi-
tive relationship.
Sidonius’s Ep. 8.11 to Lupus illustrates how this complex situation of com-
petition can be seen on the micro-level. The epistle is well known for the por-
trait of the above mentioned poet, Lampridius, and the narrative of his death 
at the hands of his own slaves. The writing is quite obviously inspired by 
Pliny’s Ep. 3.14, in which the author tells of the murder of his friend, Larcius 
Macedo, by a slave.70 As in the villa letters (Ep. 2.2, 2.9) Sidonius seeks here 
too a comparison with his declared, emulated model. And yet, Pliny is not 
the only point of reference implicitly evoked by Ep. 8.11.3: enclosed within 
the letter is a poem of fifty-eight phalaecian hendecasyllables which Sidonius 
had once sent ahead as pagina metatoria—a board and lodging letter—on 
the road to Bordeaux to his friend Lampridius in order to guarantee him-
self a suitably hospitable reception. Under the nom de plume of “Phoebus,”71 
Sidonius instructs the muse Thalia to inform “Orpheus” (referring to Lam-
pridius) of his arrival, and to arrange accommodation for him. Thalia, who 
symbolizes light and cheerful poetry, sets the tone of the poem. It is as densely 
allusive as it is artfully enigmatic, and it is marked increasingly towards the 
end by satirical strokes. This is the first volley by which “Orpheus” is chal-
lenged to produce a response in kind. The second challenge plays out at the 
level of literary tradition: through meter, tone, and other allusions, not only 
68 See, for example, Pelttari 2014 and the relevant contributions in McGill and Pucci 2016; 
Elsner and Hernández Lobato 2017. Regarding Sidonius, the landmark study is Gualandri 1979; 
see further Mratschek 2017; Hanaghan 2017 and the contributions in Van Waarden and Kelly 
2013; Poignault and Stoehr-Monjou 2014.
69 For example, Sid. Ap. Carm. 9.314–17; Ep. 5.17.1, 8.6, 8.11.5–8, 9.13.1, 9.16.1.
70 Wolff 2015, 193: “L’imitatio de Pline est évidente: c’est peut-être la lettre de Sidoine où la 
référence à Pline est la plus nette.” 
71 See Stähle in this volume.
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Catullus but also Ausonius are first and foremost established as literary lode-
stars from whom the two friends take their bearings in their literary contest. 
Although the corresponding text does not survive, there is surely no question 
that Orpheus/Lampridius took up the friendly, teasing challenge and returned 
the compliment in a similar fashion.
Competition and rivalry were a natural part of the day-to-day world of the 
late antique aristocracy. Along with the political and military realms, where 
one struggled for offices, position, and influence, otium formed a space in 
which one could and had to measure oneself against equals in games, sports, 
and literary pursuits. Unlike as in politics, however, the social space of leisure 
was—clearly, in the literary world of Sidonius Apollinaris at least—not col-
ored by the seriousness of daily life but by common joy and amiable competi-
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